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DECOMPOSABLE OPERATORS ON THE DIRECT SUM
OF BANACH SPACES
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[I] C. Foias introduced the notion of the decomposable operator with a help of
spectral maximal spaces in the following way:

DEFINITION 1. 1. A closed vector subspace D of a Banach space X is called spectral
maximal space for TEB (X) if,

(i) D is invariant under T,

(ii) If S is another closed vector subspace of X invariant under T such that

a (TIS) Ca (TID), then ScD.

DEFINITION 1. 2. An operator TEB (X) is decomposable if, for every open covering
{Ci} : ~1 of a (T), there exists a system {D;}: ~1 of spectral maximal spaces for T such
that

(1) a (TID i ) cCi (i=l, 2, "', n) and

(2) X="E,Di,-1

It is known that if a projection Pr : X--'>Xr such that the range of Pr is X r for each
TEF i. e. R (Pr) =Xro rEF, where X=EBXr , then we have the following properties:

TEF

(i) "E,Pr=1 (1 is an identity operator)
reF ,J

(ii) P<XP~=O<X~P<X (o<X,'J is the kronecker's delta)

(iii) A restriction of T on X r is T ro and

(iv) TPr=PrT for each rEF.

If the indexed set F is finite, a spectrum a (T) is represented by a (T) = Ua (Tr).rre

In this note F is assumed to be always finite. Under these circumstances, we shall
prove the following

THEOREM 1. SuppJse that X='±!Xy, R (Pr) =Xyo TEB (X) and T=ffiTy , then T is
T~r Ter

decomposable if and only if each TT is decomposable.

Proof. Suppose T is decomposable, and let yCr) be any finite open cover of a (Tr)
for each rEF. The collection Y={Y(r)}rer is certainly a finite open cover of the
spectrum a (T) since a (T) = Ua (Ty) .

, TEF
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According to the assumption, there exist spectral maximal spaces corresponding to
the open cover V, we denote it by {Do}oEvsuch that a (TIDo)cQ and that X=2:.Do.

Q"'Y

Observing the fact that

and

We have

(1.1) (J(TrID/r»)cQ where Do(r)=XrnDo, rEF.

Since DQ is a spectral maximal space for T, it is easily shown that Do(r) is also a
spectral maximal space of TT' TeF.

To complete the proof that an operator T r (rEr) is decomposable, we have to show

X =2:. Do(r).
r QeV{'")

This equality follows from the following facts: since F is finite, we may write

{VCri)}riEr (i=l, 2,···,n)

instead of {Vr} rEr, and also x= (xr) = (xrl,xrz'··' xr,).

Whence each element xEX can be represented in the following two ways, namely

X=2:.XTi
i.=1

and

Therefore we have

Xr.=2:. XQ, (i=l, 2, ..., n).
QE {vcr,,} :-1

This means that

X ri =2:. Doeri), that is, Xr=2:. Do(r) (,EF).
QeVCr,) QeV<Tl

Conversely, we assume an operator TrEB (Xr) is decomposable for each rEF, and
let V be any finite open cover of a (T). We can choose a finite open cover VU) of
(J (Tr) for each ,ET such that

V(r)cl' and UV(r) = V,
,er

this is possible since a (T) = Ua (Tr) •
'er

By assumption, there exists a corresponding family 'of spectral maximal spaces

{Do(r)} Q"'Y") with

(1.2) (J (TrIDo (r)cQ for each QE v(n

with X1=2:. Do(r), rEF. Therefore we have
Qe!:V(T)

(1.3)
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Observing the relations

we get

(1.4) o-(TrID/))) =u(TID/;») CQ for each Q"'= {V(r)) rer •

The assertions (1. 3) and (1. 4) imply that the operator T is decomposable.•

[lC The Dunford integral of a decomposable operator.

3

Main purposes of this section are to show that under what conditions f (T) is decom
posable?, and what relationships are there the decomposability of f(T) and of f r (Tr)?

In order to solve these questions, author used results which were proved by J. D.
Gray (see [8J).

By sets F (T) and F (x, T) we mean a classes of all analytic functions in some
neighborhood of 0- (T) and 0- (x, T) respectively.

DEFI:\ITlO:--l 2.1. An open set V x is said to be T-admissible at x if
(l) 0- (x, T) ~ V x

(ii) Vx consists of only a finite number of components
(iii) a boundary of Vx> denote it by '0 V" consists of finite number of closed dis

joint, rectifiable Jordan curves.

For each f E F (x, T), f (T) x is defined by the integral

(2.1) f(T)x= 2;i foux U(~, x, T)r)d~

where U (', x, T) : p (x, T) -->X is the extended resolvent of T at x.

LD!\lA 1. A vector subspace DcX is invariant under TEE (X) if and only if D is
invariant under f(T), fEF (T).

The proof can be done using operational calculus and polynomial approximation, we
omit the detailed calculations.

LE~!~lA 2. A necessary and sufficient condition of a closed subspace D of X is a
spectral maximal space under f(T) is that D is a spectral maximal space under T.

Proof. Let S be another invariant subspace of X under f (T) that is f (T) ScS and
assume that

(2.2) (J (j (T) IS) C(J (j (T) :D) .

We need only to show that (2.2) is true if and only if u(TIS)co-(TID).
According to the spectral mapping theorem and the fact that 0- (T) = U(J (x, T) , we have

.eX

f(17 (TIS)) =f(U 0- (x, T)) = Uf((1 (x, T))
zeS ZE.)

= U0- (x,f(T)) =(J (f(T) IS)
.eS

=0- (f (TIS)).

Thus, by (2. 2), it follows that
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Hence we have
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f(a (TIS»cf(a (TID».

(2.3) a (TIS) Ca (TID).

Conversely (2. 3) implies (2. 2), this completes the proof..
Now we have prepared to prove the following

THEOREM 2. Suppose that fEF (T) is not a constant on some neighborhood of a (T),
that is f'=I=O on some neighborhood of a (T), then the operator T is decomposable if
and only if its Dunford integral f(T) is decomposable.

Proof. Assume that an operator T is decomposable. Since f(T) EB (X), a (f(T»
is bounded closed in complex plane C with usual topology. Therefore, in any open

covering of a {f(T»), there exists a finite open cover {Oil :~I that is a {f (T» c U0i,
1=1

whence f (a (T)) c UOi by the spectral mapping theorem.
i-I

Therefore

(2.4) a (T) cf-1 (U Oil = Uf-1 (Oi) = UGi,
1=1 .=1 1=1

obviously f- 1 (Oi) =Gi (i=l, 2, "', n) is open since f is analytic and so continuous.
For each ZoEa (T) we may choose c (Zo) >0 so that f is locally one-to-one and open

on S (Zo, c (Zo» and together with the assumption, there exists an inverse function r 1

on some neighborhood of f (S (Zo, c (Zo» by the inverse function theorem in complex
analysis.

Since a (T) c U S (Z, c (Z» and a (T) is compact, there exists a finite open cover
zea(T)

{S (Zk) , dZk)} 7~1 namely

(2.5)

If we put S (Zk> dZk» =Sk (k=l, 2, "', m), then (lJ Gi) n (U Sk) = U U(GinSki is an
• =1 k=l 1=1 £=1

open cover of a (T) and each f (G i nSk) (i=l, 2, "', n, k=l, 2, "', m) is open on which
an inverse function 1 1 exists.

Therefore without loss of generality it may be considered that f :Gi-'>f(Gi) is one
to-one continuous and open on Gi (i=l, 2, "', n). Hence r 1 (Oi) =Gi, f(Gi) =Oi (i=
1,2, "', n).

According to the assumption, there exists a system of spectral maximal spaces {Di}:~'

corresponding to {Gi } :~I such that

o (T!Di)cGi (i=1,2,"',n), EDi=X.
, -I

Thus we have f(a (TIDi» cf(Gi) (i=1, 2, "', n) i. e.

o {f(TIDi» =0 {f(T) ID;) cO; (i=1,2, "', n)

and .
I:; Di=X.

i=1
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This and Lemma 2 show that f (T) is decomposable.
Conversely, suppose that f (T) is decomposable, and let {G;}; ~l be a finite open

cover of (J (T), that is, (J (T) c UG;. By similar arguments as before, we may assume
I=l

that f: G;->f(G;) is homeomcrphic. Thus (J (f (T)) c Uf(G;) = U0;, where f(G;)
I =1 1=1

=0; is open for each i=1,2, ···,n. From the hypothesis of decomposability of f(T).
there exists a system of spectral maximal spaces for f(T) such that

(J (f (T) ID;) cO; (i=l, 2, ... , n) , "LD;=X.
i=1

Thus

(J(f(T) ID;) =f(a(TID;)) cO; (i=1,2,···,n),

therefore

(J (TI D;) cf-1 (0;), 2:,D;=X.
1=1

This shows T is decomposable.•
The second question in the beginning of this section will be answered in the Theorem

3. For this purpose we have to prove the following Lemmas.

LEMMA 3. Let F(T), F(x, T) and F(xT, TT) be sets of all analytic functions on some
neighborhoods of (J (T), 0' (x, T) and (J (XT' TT) respectively, then we have the following
inclusions:

F (T) cF (x, T) cF (XT' TT) .

Proof. For any ft=.F (T), we can choose an open set V in which f is analytic and
such that

(J(x, T)cVS;;;;W

where f is analytic in W, this is possible since (J (x, T) C(J (T) . Thus the restriction
fl V in an element of F (x, T). Observing in case that V= W, we get ft=.F (x, T) ,
that is F (T) cF (xT, ). SimiarIy, we obtain the subsequent inclusion.•

LE:\L\lA 4. Let UT (., xT' TT) : P (Xl' T)->XT and U(·, x, T) : P (x, T) ->X be extended
resolvent operator of TT at XT and of T at x respectively, then Ur is the analytic
extension of UI XT: P (x, T) ->X, over the resolvent set P (Xr T).

Proof. It is known that P (x, T) Cp (XT' T r) (see [6J). Since ((1- T) U (~, x, T) =x.

x r=[ (U-T) U(~, x, T) ] IXr= (Or-T) [U(~, x, T) jX,]

for each ~Ep (x, T). The single valued extension peroprty of Tr implies that

U(·,x, T) jXr=Ur(-,xp T r) on p(x, T).

This completes the proof.•
From Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, it is easily seen that

f(T) xIXr=L' 2:' J u(::" x, T)f(~) de] 1Xr,.t iJUx

=-21 . JiJuxU(::"x, T) IXrfr(::')d~
;et
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= 2;i fauxr U(~,In T,)fT(~)d~

=fT (TT) I r

Moreover I: 11 f T(Tr) X r 11 2<00, thus the vector f(T) x can be represented by a direct,er
sum of the familY Ur (Tr)xr},er, namely f(T) x=f£fr (TT) xr=I: f r (Tr) I r where the

Ter TEr

index set r is finite.
Now we are in the position to prove the fonowing

THEOREM 3. Let an index set r be finite. Suppose that

X=EJjXT, TEB(X), PrT=T" R(PT) =Xr (yEr)
rer

and that f'*0 on some neighborhood of t7 (T). Then f (T) is decomposable if and
only if fr(T,) is decomposable for each rEr.

Proof. The spectral radius ru (Tr ) is less than ru (T) for each rEr, i e., ru (T,) <ru (T),
since t7 (T) = U t7 (T,) and r. (T) =sup Izl. The assumption that f' does not vanish

r er .:: EI1(T)

on some neighborhood of t7 (T) implies that fr' can" not be 0 on some neighborhood of
t7 (TT) for each rEr. Theorem 2 showed that T r is decomposable if and only if
fT (TT) is decomposable for each rEr. Moreover, we knew that an operator TEB (X)
is decomposable if and only if TrEB (XT) is decomposable for each yEr (Theorem 1).

Thus we have the fonowing diagram:

T r is decomposable for each rEr~T is docomposable

n TI
fT (T,) is decomposable for each rEr+":'-:.~~f(T) is decomposable

Therefore we obtain the required conclusion that fIT} is decomposable if and only if
f

T
(Tr ) is decomposable for each yEr.•
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